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Abstract— Streaming video services represent a very large
fraction of global bandwidth consumption. Due to the exploding
demands of mobile video streaming services, coupled with limited bandwidth availability, video streams are often transmitted
through unreliable, low-bandwidth networks. This unavoidably
leads to two types of major streaming-related impairments:
compression artifacts and/or rebuffering events. In streaming
video applications, the end-user is a human observer; hence
being able to predict the subjective Quality of Experience (QoE)
associated with streamed videos could lead to the creation
of perceptually optimized resource allocation strategies driving
higher quality video streaming services. We propose a variety
of recurrent dynamic neural networks that conduct continuoustime subjective QoE prediction. By formulating the problem as
one of time-series forecasting, we train a variety of recurrent
neural networks and non-linear autoregressive models to predict
QoE using several recently developed subjective QoE databases.
These models combine multiple, diverse neural network inputs,
such as predicted video quality scores, rebuffering measurements, and data related to memory and its effects on human
behavioral responses, using them to predict QoE on video
streams impaired by both compression artifacts and rebuffering
events. Instead of finding a single time-series prediction model,
we propose and evaluate ways of aggregating different models into a forecasting ensemble that delivers improved results
with reduced forecasting variance. We also deploy appropriate
new evaluation metrics for comparing time-series predictions in
streaming applications. Our experimental results demonstrate
improved prediction performance that approaches human performance. An implementation of this work can be found at
https://github.com/christosbampis/NARX_QoE_release.
Index Terms— Subjective and objective video quality
assessment, Quality of Experience, streaming video, rebuffering
event.

I. I NTRODUCTION
IDEO data and mobile video streaming demands have
skyrocketed in recent years [1]. Streaming content
providers such as Netflix, Hulu and YouTube strive to
offer high quality video content that is viewed by millions
of subscribers under very diverse circumstances, using a
plethora of devices (smartphones, tablets and larger screens),
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under varying viewing resolutions and network conditions.
This enormous volume of video data is transmitted over
wired or wireless networks that are inherently throughput
limited. On the client side, the available bandwidth may be
volatile, leading to video playback interruptions (rebuffering
events) and/or dynamic rate changes.
These network-related video impairments adversely affect
end-user quality of experience (QoE) ubiquitously; hence
studying QoE has become a major priority of streaming video
companies, network providers and video QoE researchers.
For example, to better account for fluctuating bandwidth
conditions, industry standard HTTP-based adaptive streaming
protocols have been developed [2]–[8] that divide streaming
video content into chunks, represented at various quality levels; whereby the quality level (or representation) to be played
at any given time is selected based on the estimated network
condition and/or buffer capacity. These adaptation algorithms
seek to reduce the frequency and number of rebuffering events,
while minimizing occurrences of low video quality and/or
frequent quality switches, all of which can significantly and
adversely affect viewer QoE [9]–[11]. Note that HTTP-based
adaptive video streaming relies on TCP and hence frame
drops [12] or packet loss [13] distortions are not an issue.
In streaming video applications, the opinion of the human
viewer is the gold standard; hence integrating models of
perceptual video quality and other “QoE-aware” features into
resource allocation protocols is highly relevant. This requires
injecting principles of visual neuroscience and human behavior
modeling into the video data resource allocation strategies.
Systems that can make accurate real-time predictions of subjective QoE could be used to create perceptually optimized
network allocation strategies that can mediate between volatile
network conditions and user satisfaction.
Here, we present a family of continuous-time streaming
video QoE prediction models that process inputs derived from
perceptual video quality algorithms, rebuffering-aware video
measurements and memory-related temporal data. Our major
contribution is to re-cast the continuous-time QoE prediction
problem as a time-series forecasting problem. In the timeseries literature, a wide variety of tools have been devised
ranging from linear autoregressive-moving-average (ARMA)
models [14], [15] to non-linear approaches, including artificial neural networks (ANNs). ARMA models are easier to
analyze; however they are based on stationarity assumptions.
However, subjective QoE is decidedly non-stationary and is
affected by dynamic QoE-related inputs, such as sudden quality changes or playback interruptions. This suggests that nonstationary models implemented as ANNs are more suitable for
performing QoE predictions.
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We specifically focus on the most practical and pressing
problem: predicting continuous-time QoE by developing QoE
system models driven by a mixture of quality, rebuffering
and memory inputs to ANN-based dynamic models. Building
on preliminary work in [16] and [17], we advance progress
towards this goal by devising efficient QoE prediction engines
employing dynamic neural networks including recurrent neural
networks, NARX [16], [17] and Hammerstein Wiener models [18], [19]. We thoroughly test these models on a set of
challenging new subjective QoE datasets, and we conduct an
in-depth experimental analysis of model and variable selection.
We also study a variety of new ways of aggregating the timeseries responses produced in parallel by different QoE models
and initializations into a single robust continuous-time QoE
estimate, and we provide demonstrations and guidance on the
advantages and shortcomings of evaluation metrics that might
be used to assess continuous time QoE prediction performance.
We also compare the abilities of our proposed models against
upper bounds on performance, i.e, human predictions.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
studies previous work on video quality assessment and QoE,
while Section III discusses the design of our general QoE
predictor. Next, Section IV describes the proposed predictor
that we have deployed and experimented with, and the complementary continuous-time inputs that feed it. In Section V we
introduce the forecasting ensemble approaches that are used
to augment performance, and in Section VI a general class
of QoE predictors that we designed are described. Section VII
explains the experimental setup and Section VIII describes and
analyzes our experimental results. Section IX concludes and
discusses possible future improvements.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Ultimately, video QoE research aims to create QoE prediction models that can efficiently address the resource allocation problem while ensuring the visual satisfaction of users.
As such, QoE prediction models are designed and evaluated
on databases of QoE-impaired videos and associated human
subjective scores [13], [20]–[25]. Recently developed QoE prediction models can be conveniently divided into retrospective
and continuous-time QoE predictors.
Retrospective QoE prediction models output a single number which summarizes the overall QoE of an entire viewed
video. Many video quality assessment (VQA) models that
only measure visual distortions from, for example, compression or packet loss fall into this category. VQA models are
further classified as full-reference (FR) [26]–[32], reducedreference (RR) [33] or no-reference (NR) [34]–[39], depending
on whether all or part of a pristine reference video is used in
the assessment process. Towards a similar goal, the MOAVI
VQEG project [40] studies no-reference assessment of audiovisual quality, but these methods seek to detect the presence
of an artifact and do not measure overall quality.
Besides video quality degradations, retrospective QoE is
also affected by playback interruptions [41], [42]; hence retrospective predictive models have been proposed that compute
global rebuffering-related features, such as the number or durations of rebuffering events [43], [44]. Hybrid approaches that
model video quality degradations and rebuffering events have
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very recently been studied, resulting in models like SQI [45]
and the learning-based Video ATLAS [46]. Other works [47]
integrate video fidelity measurements with rebuffering information, but these approaches simply ascribe bitrate or QP
values with perceptual video quality rather than deploying
high-performing perceptual VQA models.
Similar efforts have been recently initiated as part of the
AVHD-AS/P.NATS Phase 2 project [48], a joint collaboration
between VQEG and ITU Study Group 12 Question 14, which
includes numerous industry and university proponents. These
research efforts have the same broad goal as our work, which
is to design objective QoE prediction models for HTTP-based
adaptive streaming [49], [50]. The P.NATS models combine
information descriptive of rebuffering and video quality as
determined by bitstream or pixel-based measurements. These
approaches operate on a temporal block basis (e.g. on GOPs).
Our work has two fundamental differences. First, we deploy
continuous-time predictors that measure QoE with finer, perframe granularity and these QoE responses can be further
aggregated over any desired time interval when designing
adaptive rate allocation strategies. Furthermore, we train neural
network models that exploit long-term memory properties of
subjective QoE, which is a distinctive feature of our work.
Continuous-time QoE prediction using perceptual VQA
models has received much less attention and is a more
challenging problem. In [18], a Hammerstein-Wiener dynamic
model was used to make continuous-time QoE predictions
on videos afflicted only by dynamic rate changes. In [17],
it was shown that combining video quality scores from several VQA models as inputs to a non-linear autoregressive
model, or simply averaging the individual forecasts derived
from each can deliver improved results. In [51], a simple
model called DQS was developed using cosine functions of
rebuffering-aware inputs, which was later improved using a
learned Hammerstein-Wiener system in [19]. The system only
processed rebuffering-related inputs, using a simple model
selection strategy. Furthermore, only the final values of the
predicted time-series were used to assess performance. As we
will explain later, time-series evaluation metrics need to take
into account the temporal structure of the data. To the best of
our knowledge, the only approach to date that combines perceptual VQA model responses with rebuffering measurements
is described in [16], where a simple non-linear autoregressive
with exogenous variables (NARX) model was deployed to
predict continuous QoE.
A limitation of previous QoE prediction studies has been
that experimental analysis was carried out only on a single
dynamic model and on a single subjective database. Since
predictive models designed or learned and tested on a specific
dataset run the risk of inadvertent “tailoring” or overtraining,
deploying more general frameworks and evaluating them on
a variety of different datasets is a difficult, but much more
valuable proposition. We also believe that insufficient attention
has been directed towards how to properly apply evaluation
metrics to time-series QoE prediction models. Optimal model
parameters can significantly vary across different test videos;
hence carefully designed cross-validation strategies for model
selection are advisable. In addition, it is possible to better
generalize and improve QoE prediction performance by using
forecast ensembles that filter out spurious forecasts. Finally,
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previous studies of continuous QoE have not investigated the
limits of QoE prediction performance against human performance; calculating the upper bounds of QoE model execution
is an exciting and deep question for QoE researchers.
To sum up, previous research studies on the QoE problem
have suffered from at least one, and usually several, of the
following limitations:
1) including either quality or rebuffering aware inputs
2) relying on a single type of dynamic model
3) limited justification of model selection
4) using evaluation metrics poorly suited for time-series
comparisons
5) limited evaluation on a single video QoE database
6) do not exploit time-series ensemble forecasts
7) do not consider continuous-time human performance
Our goal here is to surmount 1-7 and to further advance
efforts to create efficient, accurate and real-time QoE prediction models that can be readily deployed to perceptually
optimize streaming video network parameters.
III. D ESIGNING G ENERAL C ONTINUOUS -T IME
Q O E P REDICTORS
In our search for a general and accurate continuous-time
QoE predictor, we realized that subjective QoE is affected by
the following:
1) Visual quality: low video quality (e.g. at low bitrates) or
bandwidth-induced fluctuations in quality [11], [21] may
cause annoying visual artifacts [13], [20] thereby affecting QoE.
2) Playback interruption: frequent or long rebuffering
events adversely affect subjective QoE [41], [43]. Compared to degradations on visual quality, rebuffering
events have remarkably different effects on subjective
QoE [10], [21].
3) Memory (or hysteresis) effects: Recency [11], [21], [52]
is a phenomenon whereby current QoE is more affected
by recent events. Primacy occurs when QoE events
that happen early in a viewing session are retained
in memory, thereby also affecting the current sense of
QoE [53].
Broadly, subjective QoE “is a non-linear aggregate of video
quality, rebuffering information and memory” [9]–[11], [16].
Recently, the learning-driven Video ATLAS model [46] proposed to combine these different sources of information
to predict QoE in general streaming environments where
rebuffering events and video quality changes are commingled.
Nevertheless, that model is only able to deliver overall (end)
QoE scores. Towards solving the more difficult continuoustime QoE prediction problem, the following points should be
considered:
1) At least three types of “QoE-aware inputs” must be
fused: VQA model responses, rebuffering measurements
and memory effects.
2) These inputs should have high descriptive power.
For example, high-performance, perceptually-motivated
VQA models should be preferred over less accurate
indicators such as QP values [47] or PSNR. QoE-rich
information can reduce the number of necessary inputs
and boost the general capabilities of the QoE predictor.

3) Dynamic models with memory are able to capture
recency (or memory) which is an inherent property of
QoE.
4) These dynamic models should have an adaptive structure
allowing for variable numbers of inputs. For example,
applications where videos are afflicted by rebuffering
events are not always relevant.
5) Multiple forecasts may be combined to obtain robust
forecasts when monitoring QoE in difficult, dynamically
changing real-world video streaming environments.
An outcome of our work is a promising tool we call the
General NARX (GN) QoE predictor. Table I summarizes
the notation that we will be using throughout the paper.
In the following sections, we motivate and explain the unique
features of this new method.
IV. T HE GN-Q O E P REDICTOR
Our proposed GN-QoE prediction model is characterized by
two main properties: the number and type of continuous-time
features used as input and the prediction engine that it relies
on. In this section, we discuss in greater detail the QoE-aware
inputs of our system and the neural network engine that we
have deployed for continuous-time QoE prediction.
A. QoE-Aware Inputs
The proposed GN-QoE Predictor relies on a non-linear
dynamic approach which integrates the following continuoustime QoE-aware inputs:
1) The high-performing ST-RRED metric as the VQA
model. Previous studies [16], [21], [46], [54], have
shown that ST-RRED is an exceptionally robust predictor of subjective video quality. As was done in [17],
it is straightforward to augment the GN-QoE Predictor
by introducing additional QoE-aware inputs, if they verifiably contribute QoE prediction power. For example,
the MOAVI key indicators [40] of bluriness or blur loss
distortion could be applied in order to complement the
current VQA input. At the same time, we recognize that
simple and efficient models are desireable in practical
settings, especially ones that can be adapted to different
types of available video side-information.
Quality switching [11], [55] also has a distinct effect
on subjective video QoE. While we do not explicitly
model quality switching, the memory component of the
NARX engine allows it to exploit ST-RRED values over
longer periods of time as a proxy for video segments
having different qualities.
2) We define a boolean continuous-time variable R1 which
describes the playback status at time t which takes
value R1 = 1 during a rebuffering event and R1 = 0
at all other times. This input captures playback-related
information. We also define the integer measure R2 to
be the number of rebuffering events that have occurred
until time t.
3) M: the time elapsed since the latest network-induced
impairment such as a rebuffering event or a bitrate
change occurred. M is normalized to (divided by)
the overall video duration. This input targets recency/
memory effects on QoE. Figure 1 shows a few examples
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TABLE I
D ESCRIPTION OF THE A CRONYMS AND VARIABLES U SED T HROUGHOUT THE PAPER

Fig. 1. Examples of the proposed continuous time QoE variables. Left to right: ST-RRED computed on video #72 of the LIVE-NFLX Video QoE Database
(D3 ), and R1 and M on the LIVE Mobile Stall Video Database-II (D2 ).

of these continuous-time inputs measured on videos
from various subjective databases.
B. NARX Component
The GN-QoE Predictor relies on the non-linear autoregressive with exogenous variables (NARX) model [16], [56], [57].
The NARX model explicitly produces an output yt that is
the result of a non-linear operation on multiple past inputs
(yt −1, yt −2 , . . . ) and external variables (ut ):
yt = f (yt −1 , yt −2 , . . . , yt −d y , ut , ut −1 , ut −2 , . . . , ut −du )

(1)

where f (·) is a non-linear function of previous inputs
{yt −1, yt −2 , . . . , yt −d y }, and previous (and current) external
variables {ut , ut −1 , ut −2 , . . . , ut −du }, where d y is the number
of lags in the input and du is the number of lags in the external
variables. To capture the recency effects of subjective QoE,
the memory lags d y and du need to be large enough. In practice, we determine these parameters using cross-validation
(see Section VII-B). In Appendix II-D we show that GN-QoE
is able to capture recency effects when predicting QoE.
In a NARX model, there are two types of inputs: past
outputs that are fed back as future inputs to the dynamic
model, and external (or “exogenous”) variables (see Fig. 1).
The former are scalar past outputs of the NARX model,

while the latter are past and current values of QoE-related
information, e.g. the video quality model responses, and can
be vector valued. To illustrate this, Fig. 2 shows an example
of the NARX architecture: there are three exogenous inputs
u(t), each containing a zero lag component and five past
values. By contrast, past outputs cannot contain the zero lag
component.
The function f (·) is often approximated by a feed-forward
multi-layer neural network [58] possibly having variable number of nodes per hidden layer. Here we focus on single-hidden
layer architectures having H hidden nodes. There are two
approaches to training a NARX model. The first approach is
to train the NARX without the feedback loop, also known as
an open-loop (OL) configuration, by using the ground truth
values of yt when computing the right hand side of (1).
An example of the ground truth scores is shown in Fig. 3.
The second approach uses previous estimates of yt , also known
as a closed-loop (CL) configuration [17]. Both approaches can
be used while training; however, application of the NARX
must be carried out in CL mode, since ground truth subjective
data is not available to define a new time-series. The advantages of the OL approach are two-fold: the actual subjective
scores are used when training, and the neural network to be
trained is feed-forward; hence static backpropagation can be
used [59].
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Fig. 2. The dynamic CL NARX system with 3 inputs, 8 neurons in the
hidden layer and 5 feedback delays. The recurrency of the NARX occurs in
the output layer [59].

Fig. 3. Exemplar subjective QoE scores on video #10 from the LIVE HTTP
Streaming Video Database (denoted by D1 ).

It has been shown [17] that, in practice, the CL configuration
requires longer training times and yields worse predictive
performance; hence we use the OL configuration when training
and the CL configuration only when testing. An example of
the CL configuration of the NARX model is shown in Fig. 2.
For simplicity, we used a tangent sigmoid activation function
and a linear function in the output layer. The role of the linear
function is to scale the outputs in the range of the subjective
scores, while the sigmoid activation function combines past
inputs and external variables in a non-linear fashion. Given
that the problem is of medium size, we chose the LevenbergMarquardt [60], [61] algorithm to train the model [62].
To reduce the chances of overfitting in the OL training step,
we used an early stopping approach [63]: the first 80% of the
samples were used to train the OL NARX, while the remaining
20% were used to validate it. In Appendix I, we discuss these
implementation details of the NARX predictor, including the
choice of the training algorithm, the activation function and
data imputation strategies.
The GN-QoE Predictor follows a learning-driven approach
which requires careful cross-validation and design. Still, preliminary experiments led us to the conclusion that a single
time-series prediction may be insufficient for the challenging
problem of continuous-time QoE prediction. Next, we describe
another unique feature of the GN-QoE Predictor: the use of
forecasting ensembles.
V. F ORECASTING E NSEMBLES
A. Motivation
Ensemble learning is a long-standing concept that has been
widely applied in such diverse research fields as forecasting [64], [65] and neural network ensembles [66], [67]. We are
specifically interested in time-series forecasting ensembles,
where two or more continuous QoE predictions are aggregated.
In our application, we utilize a variety of dynamic approaches
that have various parameters, such as the number of input

delays. The results of these models may also depend on the
neural network initialization. Generally, relying on a single
model may lead to drawbacks such as:
1) Uncertain model selection. For example, in the stationary time-series and ARMA literature [14], [15],
model order selection typically relies on measurements
of sample autocorrelations or on the Akaike Information
Criterion. However, in neural network approaches, this
problem is not as well-defined.
2) Using cross-validation for model selection may not
always be the best choice. Different choices of the
evaluation metric against which the QoE predictor
is optimized may yield different results. Furthermore,
an optimal model for a particular data split may not be
suitable for a different test set. While much larger QoE
databases could contribute towards ameliorating this
issue, the barriers to creating these are quite formidable,
suggesting multi-modal approaches as an alternative way
to devise effective and practical solutions.
3) The QoE dynamics within a given test video may vary
widely, reducing the effectiveness of a single model
order.
Since a single time-series predictor might yield subpar prediction results, we have developed ensemble prediction models
that deliver more robust prediction performance by deemphasizing unreliable forecasts. These ensemble techniques were
applied to each of the forecasts generated. For example, testing
GN-QoE using κ different combinations of model orders
du and d y , λ different neural network initializations and μ
possible values for the neurons in the hidden layer, produces
κλμ forecasts which are then combined together yielding a
single forecast. In the next section, we discuss these ensemble
methods in greater detail.
B. Proposed Ensemble Methods
We have developed two methods of combining different
QoE predictors. The first determines the best performer from
a set of candidate solutions. We relied on the dynamic time
warping (DTW) distance [68] which measures the similarity between two time-series that have been time-warped to
optimally match structure over time: a larger DTW distance
between two time-series signifies they are not very similar.
The benefit of DTW is that it accounts for the temporal
structure of each time-series and that it makes it possible to
compare signals that are similar but for rebuffering-induced
delays. We computed pairwise DTW distances between all
predictors, thereby producing a symmetric matrix of distances
D = [di j ], where di j = d j i is the DTW distance between the
i th and j th time-series predictions. Similar to the subjectrejection method proposed in [21], we hypothesize that νi = Di j ,
j

i.e., the sum across rows (or columns) of D is an effective
measure of the reliability of the i th predictor. A natural choice
is
i o = arg min νi ,

(2)

i

where i o denotes the single best predictor. Note that i o
may not necessarily coincide with the time-series prediction
resulting from the best model parameters (as derived in the
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TABLE II
S UMMARY OF THE VARIOUS C OMPARED Q O E P REDICTORS . X D ENOTES
T HAT THE P REDICTOR IN THE ROW P OSSESSES THE P ROPERTY
D ESCRIBED IN THE C OLUMN . W E H AVE F OUND T HAT I NCLUDING
R2 IN THE G-P REDICTORS P RODUCES N O A DDITIONAL
B ENEFIT (S EE A PPENDIX II)
Fig. 4. The dynamic RNN approach with 1 input, 8 neurons in the hidden
layer and 5 layer delays: the recurrency occurs in the hidden layer rather than
in the output layer [59].

Fig. 5.

cross-validation step). The second approach is to assign a
probabilistic weight to each of the C candidate predictors:
ỹt =

C

c=1

1/νc
wc ŷct , wc = 
,
1/νc

(3)

c

where wc ∈ [0, 1] determines (weights) the contribution of
the cth predictor to the ensemble estimate y˜t . Along with
these two ensemble methods, we also evaluated several other
commonly used ensemble methods, including mean, median
and mode ensembles. Mean ensembles have proven useful in
many forecasting applications [69], while median and mode
ensembles are more robust against outliers [70].

The HW dynamic approach.

recognition [73]. The main difference between the NARX and
RNN architectures, is that while the former uses a feedback
connection from the output to the input, RNNs are feedforward neural networks that have recurrent connections in the
hidden layer. Therefore, the structure of an RNN allows it to
dynamically respond to time-series input data. The recurrency
property of RNNs allows them to model the recency properties
of subjective QoE. An example of such a neural network is
shown in Fig. 4.
Given that the amount of available subjective data is insufficient to train a deep neural network, we decided to train
relatively simple RNN models, i.e., neural networks having
only one hidden layer and up to 5 layer delays. As in NARX,
we used a tangent sigmoid activation function and a linear
function at the output layer.
B. GH-QoE Models

VI. T HE G-FAMILY OF Q O E P REDICTORS
The GN-QoE Predictor is versatile and can exploit other
VQA inputs than the high performance ST-RRED model [54].
Indeed, it allows the use of any VQA model (FR, RR or NR),
depending on the available reference information. As in [16]
and [46], this enables the deployment of these models in a
wide range of QoE predictions applications.
Taking this a step forward, we have developed a wider
family of predictors based on the ST-RRED, R1 and M
inputs, that also deploy other dynamic model approaches.
For example, Layer-Recurrent Neural Networks (denoted here
as RNNs) [71] or the Hammerstein-Wiener (HW) dynamic
model [18], [19] can be used instead of NARX, yielding
models called GR-QoE and GH-QoE, respectively. This general formulation also allows us to consider model subsets that
relate and generalize previous work. For example, the GH-QoE
model, when using only ST-RRED as input (denoted by VH
in Table II) may be considered as a special case of [18].
We summarize the proposed family of G-predictors and other
predictors that use subset of these inputs, and their characteristics in Table II. Since the same QoE features are shared
across GN-, GR- and GH-QoE, we next discuss the learning
models underlying GR-QoE and GH-QoE.
A. GR-QoE Models
Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) [71] have recently
gained popularity due to their successful applications to various tasks such as handwriting recognition [72] and speech

Unlike the NARX and RNN models, the HW model, which
is block-based (see Fig. 5), has only been deployed for QoE
prediction on videos afflicted by rate drops [18] or rebuffering
events [19]. The HW structure is relatively simple: a dynamic
linear block having a transfer function with n f poles and n b
zeros, preceded and followed by two non-linearities. The poles
and zeros in the transfer function allow the HW model to
capture the recency effects in subjective QoE, while the nonlinear blocks account for the non-linear relationship between
the input features and QoE.
The family of G-QoE predictors (see Table II) can be
applied to any subjective database containing videos afflicted
by quality changes, rebuffering events or both, by simply
choosing the model (QoE feature) subset that is applicable to
each case. Following our G-notation, we also define predictors
V- (which use only VQA model responses), R- (only rebuffering features) and RM- (rebuffering and memory). We next
describe the various subjective datasets we used to evaluate
the various approaches.
VII. S UBJECTIVE DATA AND E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP
We now discuss the experimental aspects behind our QoE
prediction systems. We first describe the three different subjective QoE databases that we used and our parameter selection strategy. Next, we discuss the advantages and caveats
of various continuous-time performance metrics and their
differences. We conclude this section with a discussion on
performance bounds of continuous-time QoE predictors.
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A. Subjective Video QoE Databases
In [18], a subjective video QoE database (denoted by D1
for brevity) was created containing 15 long video sequences
afflicted by quality fluctuations relevant to HTTP rateadaptive video streaming. This database consists of 8 different
video contents of 720p spatial resolution encoded at various
H.264 bitrate levels, with associated time-varying subjective
scores. Rebuffering events were studied in [74] using a different database (denoted by D2 ), where diverse rebuffering
patterns were inserted into 24 different video contents of
various spatial resolutions. Unlike [18], this subjective QoE
database allows the study of rebuffering-related characteristics
(such as the number, locations and durations of the rebuffering
events) and their effects on time-varying and overall QoE.
A total of 174 distorted videos are part of this database.
A deficiency of these early studies is that they were not
driven by any bandwidth usage models and did not contain videos containing both rebuffering events and quality
variations. In realistic streaming applications, dynamic rate
adaptations and rebuffering events occur, often in temporal
proximity depending on the client device’s resource allocation
strategy [5]–[7]. Towards bridging this gap, we built the new
LIVE-NFLX Video QoE Database [21] (D3 ). This database
contains about 5000 continuous and retrospective subjective
QoE scores, collected from 56 subjects on a mobile device.
It was designed based on a bandwidth usage model, by applying 8 distortion patterns on 14 spatio-temporally diverse
video contents from the Netflix catalog and other publicly
available video sources. These impairments consist of constant and/or dynamic rate drops commingled with rebuffering
events.
We used these three subjective databases to extensively
study the performance of the continuous-time GN-, GR- and
GH-QoE predictors. Next, we describe the cross-validation
strategy that we used to determine the best parameter setting
for each of these prediction engines.
B. Cross-Validation Framework for Parameter Selection
We now introduce our cross-validation scheme for
continuous-time QoE prediction. Notably, the proposed recurrent models are highly non-linear; hence the traditional
time-series model estimation techniques used in ARMA models [14] are not possible. Further, subjective QoE prediction
is highly non-stationary; therefore the most suitable model
order may vary within a given QoE time-series or across
different test time-series. As a result, determining the best
model parameters, e.g., the input and feedback delays in the
GN-QoE model (du and d y ), the number of poles (n f ) and
zeros (n b ) in the transfer function of a GH model, or the
number of layer delays (LD) in a GR model, must be carefully
validated (see Table III).
Here we propose a novel cross-validation framework that is
suitable for streaming video QoE predictors. This idea builds
on a simpler approach that was introduced in [17]. In datadriven quality assessment applications, the available data is
first split into content-independent training and testing subsets,
then the training data is further split into smaller “validation”
subsets for determining the best parameters. Content independence ensures that subjective biases towards different contents
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TABLE III
PARAMETERS U SED IN O UR E XPERIMENTS . O N A LL T HREE D ATABASES
W E F IXED r = 3 AND T = 5. K C AN B E A NY OF THE F OLLOWING
T HREE : G, V OR RM D EPENDING ON THE S UBJECTIVE D ATABASE
T HAT THE P REDICTORS W ERE A PPLIED

is alleviated when training and testing. In the case of datadriven continuous-time QoE predictors, it is more realistic to
split the data in terms of their distortion patterns, since the
testing network conditions (which have a direct effect on the
playout patterns) are not known a priori.
The non-deterministic nature of these time-series predictions adds another layer of complexity. As an example, given
a set of QoE time-series used for training, we have found
that different initial weights produce different results for
GN- and GR-QoE Predictors; hence their performance should
be estimated across initializations. By comparison, previous
continuous-time QoE prediction models [16], [18], [19] have
used a single model order. To sum up, training a successful
continuous-time QoE predictor requires:
1) Determining the best set of parameters using crossvalidation on the available continuous-time subjective
data.
2) Ensuring content-independent train and test splits.
3) Distorted videos corresponding to the same network or
playout pattern should belong only in the train or the
test set.
4) To account for different neural network initializations, multiple iterations need to be performed on per
training set.
Based on these properties, we now discuss our crossvalidation strategy in detail. Let i = 1 . . . N index the video
in a database containing N videos. First, randomly select the
i th video as the test time-series. To avoid content and other
learning biases, remove from the training set all videos having
similar properties as the test video, such as segments that
belong to the same video content. Depending on which subjective database is used, we applied the following steps. For D3 ,
we removed all videos having either the same content or the
same distortion pattern [16]. For D1 and D2 , we removed all
videos having the same content. This process yielded a set
of NT training QoE time-series for each test video, where
NT = 10, 129 and 91 for D1 , D2 and D3 respectively.
Next, we divided the training set further into a training
subset and a validation subset. This step was repeated r times
to ensure sufficient coverage of the data splitting. We also
found that the HW component of the GH-QoE model was
sensitive to the order of the training data in a given training
set. To account for this variation, we also randomized the
order of the time-series in this second training set. Then,
we evaluated each model configuration on every validation
set in terms of root-mean-square error (RMSE), and averaged
the RMSE scores, yielding a single number per model configuration. The model parameters that yielded the minimum
RMSE were selected to be the ones used during the testing
stage. When testing, we used all of the training data and the
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optimized model parameters that were selected in the crossvalidation step. To account for different weight initializations,
we repeated the training process T times; then averaged the
performances across initializations.
During cross-validation, we used the RMSE evaluation
metric to select the best performing model configuration.
Nevertheless, other evaluation metrics may also contribute
important information when comparing continuous-time QoE
prediction engines. In the following section, we investigate
these metrics in greater detail.
C. Evaluation Metrics
After performing the time-series predictions, it is necessary
to select suitable evaluation metrics to compare the output
p with the ground truth time g. In traditional VQA, e.g,
in [27] and in hybrid models of retrospective QoE [45], [46],
the Spearman rank order correlation coefficient (SROCC) is
used to measure monotonicity, while Pearson’s Linear Correlation Coefficient (PLCC) is used to evaluate the linear accuracy
between the ground truth subjective scores and the VQA/QoE
predicted scores. These evaluation metrics have also been used
in studies of continuous-time QoE prediction [17]–[19].
Yet, it is worth asking the question: “Is there a single evaluation metric suitable for comparing subjective continuoustime QoE scores?” We have found that each evaluation metric has its own merits; hence they have to be considered
collectively.
We now discuss the advantages and shortcomings of the various evaluation metrics that can be used to compare a ground
truth QoE time-series g = [gi ] and a predicted QoE waveform
w = [wi ] where i denotes the frame index. Continuous-time
subjective QoE is inherently a dynamic system with memory;
hence we have developed continuous-time autoregressive QoE
models. However, SROCC and PLCC are only valid under the
assumption that the samples from each set of measurements
were independently drawn from within each set; whereas
subjective QoE contains strong time dependencies and inherent
non-stationarities.
There are other evaluation metrics that are more suitable for
time-series comparisons, i.e.,
1) The root-mean-squared error 
(RMSE), which captures
N f
the overall signal fidelity:
( i=1
(wi − gi )2 )/N f ,
where N f is the number of frames.
2) The outage rate (OR) [18], which measures
the frequency of times when the prediction wi
falls outside twice the confidence interval of gi :
1 N f
i=1 1|wi − gi | > 2CI gi , where CI gi is the 95%
Nf
confidence interval of the ground truth g at frame i
across all subjects.
3) The dynamic time warping (DTW) distance can also
be employed [16], [21], [68] to capture the temporal
misalignment between w and g.
Each of these metrics has shortcomings:
1) The RMSE is able to capture the scale of the predicted
output, but cannot account for the temporal structure.
2) The OR is intuitive and suitable for continuous-time
QoE monitoring, but does not give information on how
the predicted time-series behaves within the confidence
bounds.

Fig. 6. Vertical axis: QoE; horizontal axis: time (in samples). OR does
not describe the prediction’s behavior within the CI. (a) OR = 5.90.
(b) OR = 13.19.

Fig. 7. Vertical axis: QoE; horizontal axis: time (in samples). DTW better
reflects the temporal trends of the prediction error although it is harder to
interpret. (a) DTW = 2.96. (b) DTW = 19.56.

Fig. 8. Vertical axis: QoE; horizontal axis: time (in samples). RMSE does
not effectively account for the local temporal structure of the prediction error.
(a) RMSE = 0.36. (b) RMSE = 0.33.

3) DTW captures temporal trends, but the DTW distance is
hard to interpret, e.g., a smaller distance is always better
but a specific value is hard to interpret.
We demonstrate these deficiencies in Figs. 6, 7 and 8. Figure 6
shows that the outage rate on the left is lower; however the
predicted QoE is noisy. By contrast, while the predicted QoE
on the right has a larger OR, it is more stable and it appears
to track the subjective QoE more accurately. Figure 7 shows
that, while the DTW distance between the two time-series
predictions is very different, both predictions nicely capture
the QoE trend. Lastly, while RMSE captures the correct QoE
range, an artificially generated time-series containing a zero
value performs better than the temporal prediction but misses
all of the trends (see Fig. 8). Clearly, any single evaluation
metric is likely to be insufficiently descriptive of performance;
hence we report all three of these metrics, along with the
SROCC, to draw a clearer picture of relative performance.
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D. Continuous-Time Performance Bounds
While the previously discussed evaluation metrics can be
used to compare QoE predictors, they do not yield an absolute
ranking against the putative upper bound of human performance. As stated in [13]: “The performance of an objective
model can be, and is expected to be, only as good as the
performance of humans in evaluating the quality of a given
video.” We measured the “null” (human) level of performance
as follows. We divided the subjective scores of each test video
into two groups of the same size, one considered as the training
set and the other as the test set. Let Ai and Bi be the two
sets, i.e., Ai is the train set for the i th test video and Bi
the corresponding test set. For a given evaluation metric,
we averaged the subjective scores in Ai and Bi and compared
them. To account for variations across different splits, this
process was repeated S times per test video, yielding subsets
Ais and Bis at each iteration s. We fixed S = 10. Then,
we computed the median value over s, yielding the median
prediction performance of the i th test video. Finally, to obtain
a single performance measure on a given database, we calculated the median value over all test videos.
VIII. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
In this section, we thoroughly evaluate and compare the
different approaches in terms of their qualitative and quantitative performance. Recall that only database D3 contains
both quality changes and playback interruptions; hence we
applied the V-predictors on D1 , the RM-predictors on D2 and
the G-predictors on D3 .
To examine statistical significance, we used the nonparametric Wilcoxon significance test [75] using a significance
level of α = 0.05. To account for multiple comparisons,
we applied Bonferroni correction which adjusts α to mα , where
m is the number of comparisons. In all of the reported
statistical test results, a value of ‘1’ indicates that the row
is statistically better than the column, while a value of ‘0’
indicates that the row is statistically worse than the column; a
value of ‘-’ indicates that the row and column are statistically
equivalent.

Fig. 9. The VN-QoE Predictor on video #8 of database D1 . Top: prediction
using the best cross-validated model; bottom: predictions from all the models.
TABLE IV
OR S IGNIFICANCE T ESTING (m = 3) ON THE C LASS OF V-P REDICTORS
(W ITHOUT E NSEMBLES ) ON D1 U SING ST-RRED

challenges of the problem at hand: finding the best neural
network model can be difficult. By contrast, the GH model
was able to produce a much better result. Notably, all three
dynamic approaches suffered from spurious forecasts, again
suggesting that forecasting ensembles could be of great use.
B. Quantitative Experiments - D1

A. Qualitative Experiments
We begin by visually evaluating the different models on a
few videos from all three QoE databases. Figure 9 shows the
performance of the VN-QoE Predictor on video #8 of database
D1 ; the continuous time predictions of the best cross-validated
model closely follow the subjective QoE, and all individual
models yielded similar outputs. In such cases, it may be that
forecasting ensembles yield little benefit.
By contrast, Fig. 10 shows QoE prediction on video #16
of database D2 . All three dynamic approaches suffered either
from under- or over-shoot. The RMR-QoE Predictor produced
some spurious forecasts. In this instance, an ensemble method
could increase the prediction reliability, but, in this example,
the RMH-QoE Predictor performed well.
The example in Fig. 11 proved challenging for both the GNand GR-QoE Predictors: the best cross-validated GN model
was unable to capture the subjective QoE trend, while the
GR model produced an output that did not capture the first
part of the QoE drop. These examples highlight some of the

We begin our quantitative analysis by discussing the prediction performances of the compared QoE prediction models
(class V-) on the LIVE HTTP Streaming Video Database (D1 ).
We first statistically compared the VN, VR and VH predictors
in terms of OR when using ST-RRED (see Table IV). Among
the three compared dynamic approaches, the VN-QoE Predictor consistently outperformed the VR and VH models. It has
been previously demonstrated [56] that the NARX architecture
is less sensitive than RNN models when learning long-term
dependencies.
In D1 , there is no rebuffering in the distorted videos
and hence it is straightforward to study the performance
between various leading VQA models: PSNR, NIQE [35],
VMAF (version 0.3.1) [32], MS-SSIM [76], SSIM [77] and
ST-RRED [33] (see Table V).
Unsurprisingly, NIQE performed the worst across all
dynamic approaches; after all, it is a no-reference framebased video quality metric. PSNR delivered the second worst
performance, but it does not capture any perceptual quality
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Fig. 10. Columns 1 to 3: The RMN-, RMR- and RMH-QoE Predictors applied to video #16 of database D2 . First row: prediction using the best cross-validated
model; second row: predictions from all models.

Fig. 11. Columns 1 to 3: The GN-, GR- and GH-QoE Predictors applied on pattern #4 of database D3 . First row: prediction using the best cross-validated
model; second row: predictions from all models.
TABLE V
M EDIAN OR P ERFORMANCE FOR THE C LASS OF V-Q O E P REDICTORS ON
D ATABASE D1 (S EE A LSO TABLE XVI)

information. MS-SSIM, SSIM and ST-RRED all performed
well when deployed in the VN-QoE Predictor; but when it was
inserted into the HW model, ST-RRED delivered the best performance. As shown in Table VI, the OR performance differences between VMAF 0.3.1, MS-SSIM, SSIM and ST-RRED
were not statistically significant for the VN model; but all
three of them performed significantly better than PSNR and
NIQE. It should be noted that these statistical comparisons
were performed at a very strict confidence level of mα = 0.05
15
(due to Bonferroni correction with m = 15), hence these
comparisons are conservative.

Our results show that perceptual VQA models, when combined with dynamic models that learn to conduct continuoustime QoE prediction, do not perform equally well; hence
deploying high performance VQA models can contribute to
improved QoE prediction. Deciding upon the choice of the
VQA feature is application-dependent; yet we believe injecting
perceptual VQA models into these models is much more
beneficial than using QP or bitrate information.
We now study the efficacy of ensemble forecasting
approaches. The naming convention of the ensemble methods
is as follows: “best”: pick best (from cross-validation) model
parameters when testing, “avg”: averaging of all forecasts,
“med”: taking the median of all forecasts, “mod”: estimating
the mode, “DTW-single”: determining i o in (2), “DTW-prob”:
probabilistic weighting of forecasts in (3).
Table VII shows that NARX again performed better than
the other models across all ensemble methods. Using an
ensemble method different than the mean yielded results similar to the mean. This suggests that the VN-QoE predictions
were stable across different initializations and configurations
(see also Fig. 9), given that more robust estimators such
as the non-parametric mode produced results similar to the
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TABLE VI

TABLE VIII

OR S IGNIFICANCE T ESTING (m = 15) W HEN THE VN-Q O E P REDICTOR
WAS A PPLIED ON D1 A CROSS VARIOUS VQA M ODELS . S IMILAR
R ESULTS W ERE P RODUCED BY THE O THER E VALUATION M ETRICS

M EDIAN OR P ERFORMANCE FOR VARIOUS T IME -S ERIES E NSEMBLE
M ETHODS A PPLIED ON THE C LASS OF RM-P REDICTORS ON D ATABASE
D2 (S EE A LSO TABLE XVIII)

TABLE VII
M EDIAN OR P ERFORMANCE FOR VARIOUS T IME -S ERIES E NSEMBLE
M ETHODS A PPLIED ON THE C LASS OF V-P REDICTORS ON D ATABASE
D1 U SING ST-RRED (S EE A LSO TABLE XVII)

TABLE IX
RMSE S IGNIFICANCE T ESTING (m = 3) ON THE C LASS OF G-P REDICTORS
(W ITHOUT E NSEMBLES ) ON D3 U SING ST-RRED

TABLE X

mean ensemble which can be sensitive to outliers. Unlike
VN and VH, using better ensemble estimators improved the
OR performance of VR predictions by 5-10%. This may be
explained by the larger uncertainty involved in the VR predictions, which is alleviated by our forecasting ensembles.
Notably, determining the single best predictor using DTW
in (2) performed better than the predictions based on the “best”
model parameters during cross-validation. This verifies our
earlier observation: the optimal model may vary over different
data splits. The probabilistic weighting scheme in (3) delivered performance that was competitive with other ensemble
methods, such as the median. Given that this scheme is also
non-parametric and data-driven, these results are encouraging.
C. Quantitative Experiments - D2
Next, we discuss our results on LIVE Mobile Stall Video
Database-II (D2 ) (see Table VIII). Overall, the RMN-QoE
Predictor outperformed both the RMR and RMH-QoE Predictors, by achieving an excellent outage rate. We found these
improvements to be statistically significant. Notably, using
ensemble methods greatly improved OR (by more than 10%
for both the RMR and RMH models) across all dynamic
models. Using an ensemble method other than the mean led
to a drop of OR by almost 15% in the case of the RMRQoE Predictor. This again demonstrates the merits of using a
forecasting ensemble for QoE prediction. Note that an outage
rate of 0 does not mean that the prediction is perfect; it only
indicates that the ensemble predictions were within two times
the confidence interval.
We also compared the performance of the proposed
continuous-time QoE predictors with a subset of the subjective
predictions as an upper bound, as described in Section VII-D.
We found that ensemble forecasts can improve on the prediction performance, but that there is still room for performance
improvements (see Appendix II).
When tested on databases D1 and D2 , the prediction
performance of the proposed dynamic approaches was
promising; especially when the predictions were combined in
an ensemble. However, neither of these databases models both

M EDIAN RMSE P ERFORMANCE FOR VARIOUS T IME -S ERIES E NSEMBLE
M ETHODS A PPLIED ON THE C LASS OF G-P REDICTORS ON D ATABASE
D3 U SING ST-RRED (S EE A LSO TABLE XIX)

rebuffering events and video quality changes. In the next subsection, we explore the prediction performance of the studied
QoE prediction models on the more challenging database D3 .
D. Quantitative Experiments - D3
We investigated the performance of the class of G-predictors
applied to the more complex problem of QoE prediction when
both rate drops and rebuffering occur by using database D3 .
Due to rebuffering, computing VQA models is not possible
without first removing the stalled frames from each distorted
video. Using the publicly available metadata [78], we identified stalled frames and removed them from the distorted
YUV video, then calculated the VQA feature, e.g. ST-RRED,
on the luminance channels of the distorted and reference
videos. As shown in see Table IX, the GH-QoE Predictor
performed statistically better than the GN-QoE Predictor,
while the GR-QoE Predictor lagged in performance. It is
likely that more hidden neurons would enable the GN and
GR models to perform better.
We also investigated the performance improvements of
forecasting ensembles (see Table X). Overall, all forecasting
ensembles greatly improved the performance of all dynamic
models.
As with D2 , we also compared the performance of these
QoE predictors with their upper bound (see Appendix II).
Interestingly, we found that the ensemble predictions sometimes delivered better performance than the subjective upper
bound; an observation that we revisit in Appendix II.
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TABLE XI

TABLE XIII

OR C OMPARISON B ETWEEN D IFFERENT A CTIVATION F UNCTIONS W HEN
T RAINING THE NARX C OMPONENT ON D1 (VN) AND ON D2 (RMN).
ROWS AND C OLUMNS C ORRESPOND TO THE A CTIVATION
F UNCTION U SED IN THE H IDDEN AND THE O UTPUT
L AYER R ESPECTIVELY

M EDIAN P ERFORMANCE FOR VARIOUS C ONTINUOUS -T IME F EATURE
S ETS ON D2 W HEN U SING THE NARX L EARNER . N OTE THAT U SING
F EATURES R1 + R2 D EFINES THE RN-Q O E P REDICTOR W HILE
R1 + R2 + M G IVES THE RMN-Q O E P REDICTOR

TABLE XII
C OMPARISON B ETWEEN D IFFERENT T RAINING A LGORITHMS U SING THE
NARX C OMPONENT ON D ATABASES D1 (VN) AND D2 (RMN).
T HE N UMBER OF I TERATIONS WAS S ET TO 1000

IX. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
In this work, we designed simple, yet efficient continuoustime streaming video QoE predictors by feeding QoE-aware
inputs such as VQA measurements, rebuffering and memory
information into dynamic neural networks. We explored three
different dynamic model approaches: non-linear autoregressive models, recurrent neural networks and a block-based
Hammerstein-Wiener model. To reduce forecasting errors,
we also proposed ensemble forecasting approaches and evaluated our algorithms on three subjective video QoE databases.
We hope that this work will be useful to video QoE researchers
as they address the challenging aspects of continuous-time
video QoE monitoring.
We now ask a more fundamental question: moving forward,
which design aspect of these predictors is most important? Is it
the choice of the dynamic model e.g. HW vs. NARX or selecting more sophisticated continuous-time features? The results
in Tables VI and XIII, XVI (see Appendix II) demonstrate that
a better VQA model (e.g. ST-RRED vs. MS-SSIM) or adding
more rebuffering-related continuous-time inputs may not
always yield statistically significant performance improvements. Tables V, VII, VIII, IX (and Tables XVII, XVIII
and XIX in Appendix II) demonstrate that, among the three
dynamic models, the RNN were consistently poorly performing while the performance differences between the NARX
and HW components were not conclusive: on D1 and D2
the NARX-based predictors were better than HW, while for
D3 the HW component improved upon NARX. Meanwhile,
using ensemble prediction methods yielded performance
improvements in most cases by producing reliable and more
robust forecasts. However, these improvements may not be
significant if the individual forecasts are similar to each other.
In our preliminary experiments, we also discovered that
when our proposed QoE prediction engines were trained on

one publicly available database, then tested on another, they
delivered poor performance likely due to their different design,
e.g., only D3 studies both rebuffering events and quality
changes. This highlights an issue that is at the core of datadriven, continuous-time QoE prediction: lack of publiclyavailable and diverse subjective data. Existing databases,
including D3 , are limited in that they do not sufficiently cover
the large space of adaptation strategies, where time-varying
quality, network conditions and buffer capacity are all tied
together. Therefore, without large and more diverse subjective databases, introducing more sophisticated continuous-time
inputs or deploying more complex neural networks will yield
relatively small performance gains. We have recently launched
a large subjective experiment to collect an adequate amount
of such data, which will allow us to leverage even more
sophisticated learning techniques as in [79] and potentially
incorporate other inputs, such as quality switching. In the
future, we envision building predictive models that exploit
realistic network information extracted from the client side,
i.e., developing databases and prediction models based on
realistic network traces and bandwidth availability patterns.
Ultimately, we seek to deploy methods that can perceptually
optimize bitrate allocation and/or network and bandwidth
usage, and that can be readily deployed in large streaming
architectures.
A PPENDIX I
I MPLEMENTATION D ETAILS
The design of continuous-time QoE predictors often
involves deciding upon a number of architecture-specific
settings, including an imputation strategy, the activation function and the training algorithm. Next, we discuss these aspects
and conclude with a note on computational complexity.
A. Inputs of Different Length
An important consideration when implementing the proposed model is accounting for different input durations. For
example, while video quality predictions are computed on all
frames of normal playback [16], the R1 input (in the presence
of rebuffering events) will have longer durations. While it is
possible to train and evaluate the GN and GR QoE Prediction
models without imputing missing VQA response values during
rebuffering events, we found it useful to develop an imputation
scheme that defines same-sized inputs for each test video.
In previous studies, playback interruption has been found to
be at least as annoying as very low bitrate distortions [21];
hence we selected imputed VQA values corresponding to very
low video quality. Imputing with zeros is not a good idea;
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TABLE XIV
M EDIAN P ERFORMANCE FOR VARIOUS T IME -S ERIES E NSEMBLE M ETHODS A PPLIED ON THE C LASS OF RM-P REDICTORS ON D ATABASE D2 - D IRECT
C OMPARISON W ITH H UMAN P ERFORMANCE (“ REF ” ROW )

TABLE XV
M EDIAN P ERFORMANCE FOR VARIOUS T IME -S ERIES E NSEMBLE M ETHODS A PPLIED ON THE C LASS OF G-P REDICTORS ON D3 U SING ST-RRED D IRECT C OMPARISON W ITH H UMAN S CORES (“ REF ” ROW )

some video quality models never approach such low values
while others (such as ST-RRED) correspond lower values to
better video quality. For simplicity, we picked the min (or the
max) value of the video quality prediction corresponding to
the worst quality level encountered over the entire video as
the nominal VQA input value during playback interruptions.
To recognize causality, we could also pick the min (or max)
VQA values up until the rebuffering event occurs; we found
that this did not greatly affect the final results. This imputing
step is required only on the LIVE-NFLX dataset.
B. Activation Function
We experimented with various activation functions: logistic
sigmoid (logsig), hyperbolic tangent sigmoid (tansig) and
linear (purelin) and we also tried various combinations of them
in the hidden and output layers. We carried out ten experiments
and computed the median OR on D1 and D2 . For D1 , we used
du = 10, d y = 10, a single hidden layer with 8 neurons
and ST-RRED as the VQA model. For D2 , we used du = 6,
d y = 6, a single hidden layer with 8 neurons and the features
R1 , R2 and M. As shown in Table XI, using tansig for the
hidden layer and purelin for the output layer proved to be good
choices (in terms of OR) for this task on both databases. Other
evaluation metrics produced similar results.
C. Training Algorithm
We compared the default Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm
against other training algorithms [62]. Table XII shows that
using the Levenberg-Marquardt (trainlm) performed very close
to the best performing method on D1 (trainbfg) and was
significantly better on D2 . This suggests that the use of a
general training algorithm such as Levenberg-Marquardt is
sufficient for QoE prediction.
D. Computational Complexity
The proposed continuous-time QoE predictors require calculating perceptual VQA models, training and testing the
neural network. Therefore, besides calculating the VQA feature, these neural networks can be trained offline and take

up only a small computational overhead. To demonstrate this,
we fixed the NARX architecture to du = 10 and d y =
10 lags, H = 8 hidden nodes and a single hidden layer,
then calculated the compute time for SSIM, for training and
for testing the GN-QoE predictor on all 112 videos in D3
(see Table XIV). All of the timing experiments were carried
out on a 16.04 Ubuntu LTS Intel i7-4790@3.60 GHz system.
Both the NARX and SSIM implementations used unoptimized
Matlab code.
We found that calculating SSIM and training the neural
network take up considerably more time (291 sec. and 5 sec.
respectively) than testing it (0.04 sec.). Notably, calculating
SSIM takes much more time than training, since we deployed
relatively simple neural networks. For adaptive streaming
applications, where the reference video and its compressed
versions are readily available, the VQA measurements and
the neural network training can be carried out in an offline
fashion. Trained model values and associated VQA values
can be sent to the client as part of the metadata and then
the client side can perform such QoE predictions in real-time.
Compared to simply calculating the VQA values, the only
(online) computational overhead of the proposed predictors
is the testing step, which is relatively fast. If the client side
has low computational power, these operations could also be
carried out by proxy “QoE-aware” servers.
The GN-QoE predictor uses ST-RRED as its VQA feature
which, compared to SSIM, is a significantly better-performing
VQA model [54], but its computational overhead may limit
its potential in some practical applications. However, efficient
approximations to ST-RRED that are implemented in the
spatial domain are available [80].
A PPENDIX II
A DDITIONAL E XPERIMENTAL A NALYSIS
In this section, we study in greater detail continuous-time
performance bounds, the effects of using different rebufferingrelated inputs for D2 and provide more detailed results
in Tables XVI, XVII and XIX.
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Fig. 12. Relationship between current and previous subjective and objective scores on D2 and D3 . The objective predictions are able to capture the effects
of recency.
TABLE XVI

TABLE XVIII

M EDIAN P ERFORMANCE FOR THE C LASS OF V-Q O E P REDICTORS ON D1

M EDIAN P ERFORMANCE FOR VARIOUS E NSEMBLE M ETHODS A PPLIED ON
THE C LASS OF RM-P REDICTORS ON D2

TABLE XVII
M EDIAN P ERFORMANCE FOR VARIOUS E NSEMBLE M ETHODS A PPLIED ON
THE C LASS OF V-P REDICTORS ON D1 U SING ST-RRED

A. Details on Continuous-Time Performance Bounds
Following the steps described in Section VII-D, we compared the best performing combination (RMN-QoE Predictor) against an upper bound, i.e., human performance, using
S = 10 shuffles. Table XIII shows that the RMN-QoE Predictor outperformed both the RMR- and RMH-QoE Predictors,
and its performance in terms of RMSE came close to the
reference human performance. We found this difference to
be statistically significant; hence there is some room for
improvement. However, the performance in terms of OR was
very good when any of the ensemble methods was considered.
Surprisingly, the DTW and SROCC performances were not
always inferior to human scores, and sometimes these differences were statistically significant.
Comparing the objective prediction scores between
Tables XVIII and XIII, we discovered that, when using only
a subset of the subjective scores as ground truth, the performance of the objective prediction models was reduced. This
may be explained by the fact that subjects do not always
agree with each other; hence using all of the subjective scores
reduces both the objective and subjective uncertainty.
As in D2 , we also report the results compared against human
performance in Table XIV for D3 . We drew similar observations as in Table XIII: the objective predictions tend to get
worse while human performance usually upper bounds model
performance. It is intriguing that combining the different
GH-QoE forecasts delivered RMSE scores better than human
performance - a difference which we found to be statistically
significant. When objective prediction models are trained
on subjective data, human performance should generally be
superior to or at least statistically equivalent to objective

TABLE XIX
M EDIAN P ERFORMANCE FOR VARIOUS E NSEMBLE M ETHODS A PPLIED ON
THE C LASS OF G-P REDICTORS ON D3 U SING ST-RRED

predictions. However, this upper bound may be violated when
we consider post-processed forecasting ensembles: human
performance is the upper bound only on time-series predictions
generated by an individual model. Our observation may be
explained by the design of these two QoE databases. Database
D2 includes only rebuffering events, while D3 involves a
mixture of rebuffering and compression; a task that is even
more challenging for human subjects. Therefore, the difficulty
of the tasks may increase subjective uncertainty per test video;
an uncertainty for which simple averaging of the continuous
scores across subjects may not always be the best method
of aggregating them. This reinforces our growing belief that
simply averaging continuous QoE responses disregards the
inherent non-linearities in these responses [21].
B. Rebuffering-Related Inputs
It has been shown [17] that combinations of VQA inputs
(e.g. ST-RRED combined with SSIM) can deliver improved
results. Here we investigate the effects of using different
combinations of rebuffering-related inputs. We selected NARX
as the dynamic model, and performed QoE predictions using
a number of inputs ranging from one to three, as shown
in Table XV. We also used the parameters from Table III.
Notably, we found that only using the R1 input contributed
significantly greater prediction power than R2 and M; it is
capable of effectively capturing rebuffering effects and is
suitable for being used alone in the GN-, GR- and GHprediction models. Combining all three inputs improved the
OR by only 2%. This suggests that R1 is an efficient descriptor
of the effects of rebuffering events on QoE.
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C. Additional Tables
In this section we include the earlier described Tables XVI,
XVII, XVIII and XIX.
D. Modeling Recency
To conclude this Appendix, we now show that the NARXdriven GN-QoE predictor is indeed able to capture recency
effects in subjective QoE. To do so, we collected the GN-QoE
predictions from D2 and D3 , then performed a moving
average operation, i.e., we averaged the predictions (and the
subjective ground truths) at evenly-spaced moments separated by 10 and 5 seconds on D2 and D3 respectively, using
corresponding sliding window sizes of 5 and 2.5 seconds
respectively. Figure 12 shows that both the subjective and
objective scores are very strongly correlated with preceding
time averages, indicating that the objective GN-QoE predictions are indeed able to capture the effects of recency in
subjective QoE.
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